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Aerosols serving as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are crucial to the 
microphysical structure of thunderstorms. They can also alter the rate of cloud 
microphysical processes, the moisture profile and the local temperature as a result of 
latent heating/cooling in the early stage of thunderstorm development.  Continental 
thunderstorms are characterized by high complexity and are highly influenced by 
environmental conditions. The purpose of this study is to determine the influences of 
CCN concentration on the microphysics of continental thunderstorms, using a sample of 
storms from northwestern Oklahoma. The Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler 
(WSR-88D) at Vance Air Force Base (KVNX) was upgraded to dual-polarimetric 
capabilities in March 2011. Using polarimetric variables, a technique using ArcGIS 
(Geographic Information System) is used to identify the mean droplet characteristics. An 
estimate of the mean droplet size from the freezing level to 0.5 km above and the warm 
updraft depth above the ambient freezing level is developed for 36 continental 
thunderstorms within 15-20 minutes of convection initiation. Data from the Atmospheric 
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Radiation Measurement (ARM) program at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site 
are used to represent the aerosol concentration of the thunderstorm environment, and 
model soundings from the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) and Rapid Refresh (RAP) Model 
are used to describe the storm environment. The RUC/RAP soundings were located 
approximate 59 km away from KVNX and were selected to represent the undisturbed far-
field environment. Previous observational and modeling studies found effects of CCN 
concentration on thunderstorm characteristics including stronger updrafts as a result of 
enhanced latent heating, suppressed rain drop collision and coalescence, and altering the 
cold pool size. The results of this study provide more substantial observational evidence 
in support of these prior findings.   
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1. Introduction 
Some aerosols may serve as CCN and have a substantial effect on cloud microphysics, 
especially during the early stage of thunderstorm development. In an environment with a 
high aerosol concentration, thunderstorms tend to suppress coalescence due to smaller 
drop size and narrower drop size distribution, causing raindrops to ascend to a higher 
level and resulting in more supercooled water droplets and accretion on ice particles 
compared to relatively aerosol-free thunderstorms.  This effect is more significant in 
warm-based clouds (cloud base ≥ 20℃) and less significant in cold-based clouds (cloud 
base ≤ 20℃) (Rosenfeld and Bell 2011).  
Previous studies (e.g., Bell et al. 2008; Rosenfeld and Bell 2011) point to a positive 
relationship between cloud formation in an aerosol-rich environment and storm 
invigoration. Work by May et al. (2011) using polarimetric radar observations indicated 
that a high-aerosol environment results in a lower concentration of large drops at the 
lower levels of a storm. Simulations performed with a higher aerosol concentration 
indicate a reduction of the warm and cold rain processes in supercells reducing the 
precipitation rate within the forward and rear-flank downdrafts as aerosol alters the local 
temperature and moisture profiles. It slows the evaporative cooling rate and produces a 
weaker cool pool that allows vertical stacking of low-level vorticity and the storm-scale 
mesocyclone along the rear-flank downdraft (Lerach et al. 2008).  An aerosol-induced 
change of the precipitation distribution may also alter the magnitude of evaporative 
cooling in the precipitation shaft, altering the possibility and/or magnitude of severe 
weather events. Three-dimensional simulations conducted by Lerach and Cotton (2012) 
found CCN microphysical effects on supercell storms’ near-surface environments and 
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precipitation rate. This indirect effect may modify the cold-pool intensity, affecting the 
likelihood of tornadogenesis (Lerach et al. 2008).  
Much research indicates that aerosol concentration alters the microphysical structure of 
thunderstorms during their early stage and may have a substantial impact later in the 
events. (e.g., Andreae et al. 2004; Koren et al. 2005; Fan et al. 2007). Simulation by 
(Ilotoviz et al. 2018) found the height and volume of ZDR columns varied according to the 
aerosol concentration, and the aerosol effects on simulated supercell thunderstorms were 
examined by Kalina et al. (2014). However, few observational studies contain 
quantification of aerosol concentration effects using polarimetric radar measurements 
(e.g., May et al. 2011), and no studies have examined these effects in continental 
thunderstorms in the central United States, a region with frequent active convection 
during the summer. This region is also influenced by wildfires from Central America 
during the late spring and early summer (Wang et al. 2009). Hence, this study seeks to 
provide preliminary observational results quantifying CCN effects on the microphysical 
structure of continental thunderstorms during the warm season (May to August) using 
polarimetric radar and RUC/RAP soundings to control for local environmental 
variability.  Given the large natural variability in the evolution of DSDs, mean 
differential reflectivity (ZDR) of individual storms in their early growth stage will be 
presented.  Effects of CCN concentration on updraft characteristics will also be examined 
since it is hypothesized that large CCN concentration should lead to updraft invigoration.  
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2. Background 
I.      Continental Thunderstorms  
Continental thunderstorms are convective storms which initiate inland, or the airmass 
spends 12 or more hours over land prior to convection initiation (Wilson et al. 2011). 
They can become intense over certain areas if the environment is correct, including one 
of the most active regions: the south-central United States (Zipser et al. 2006), which is 
the primary research area for this study. Continental thunderstorms may be accompanied 
by heavy rain, strong wind, and hail.  They can often be very complex, with different 
convective modes depending on environmental conditions including instability.  
Continental thunderstorms are a staple feature of the summer climate across the central 
and eastern United States and are usually fueled by diurnal instability, often forming 
daily in the afternoon in hot, moist air masses of the southern U.S. (Miller and Mote 
2017). Continental thunderstorms can become supercellular if the environmental 
conditions are correct (e.g., the correct ratio of shear to instability is present). These 
supercells contain a long-lived mesocyclone and are most common in the central United 
States (Thompson 1998). They have the potential to be more severe than other types of 
thunderstorms. Supercells typically exhibit known radar signatures including a bounded 
weak echo region (BWER), differential reflectivity (ZDR) column, ZDR arc and hook echo.   
II.     Dual-Polarimetric Radar 
The implementation of polarimetric radar to the NWS (National Weather Service) 
network was completed in 2013. In addition to the conventional radar using single 
polarization to measure the radar reflectivity factor (ZHH), Doppler velocity, and spectrum 
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width, a polarimetric radar also measures the vertical reflectivity factor (ZVV) (e.g., 
Kumjian 2013). Other, derived variables include ZDR, specific differential phase (KDP) 
and the copolar cross-correlation coefficient (ρHV).  These variables can be used to obtain 
additional information such as the size, shape, and orientation of targets within a radar 
sample volume (e.g., Kumjian 2013).   
The radar reflectivity factor (ZHH) varies depending on particle size, phase, and 
composition. Larger particle sizes are associated with higher reflectivity as more 
backscattered radiation returns to the radar.  This variable is defined as:  
𝑃𝑒 = 𝑘𝑃𝑠 ∙ (
ε
𝜆4∙𝑅2
) ∑ 𝑁𝐷6 ,      𝑍𝐻𝐻 =  ∫ 𝑁(𝐷)𝐷
6𝑑𝐷
∞
0
                   (1) 
Where k is dielectric constant factor; Ps denotes the transmitted power (watts), and λ is 
the radar transmitted wavelength (cm); ε represents the dielectric constant (ice or liquid 
drops), N is the number of scatterers in the sample volume and D is the equivalent 
diameter (cm) of scatterers within a unit volume within the beam (Wolff 2018).  
When determining the ZHH value, the difference in dielectric constant between liquid and 
ice scatterers should be considered; it represents the ability of a substance to store energy 
in an electric field. For example, ice particles have smaller dielectric constant (can be as 
low as 0.208) than liquid droplets (~0.93 for water at 310 K; e.g., Lunkenheimer et al. 
2017). Hence, it is essential to consider the droplet sizes and phase difference (liquid, ice 
and mixed) especially when measuring above the environmental freezing level, as often 
supercooled water droplets and ice crystals may coexist as the cloud becomes 
mixed-phase (Rosenfeld et al. 2000). Moreover, the radar reflectivity may also vary as a 
function of DSD since reflectivity is proportional to drop diameter to the sixth power. 
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Differential reflectivity (ZDR) in units of decibels (dB) provides a measure of scatterer 
orientation and is the ratio of the reflectivity between horizontal polarization and vertical 
polarization (Doviak and Zrnić, 2006).  It can be used to characterize the median 
diameter (D0) of the drop size distribution (Seliga and Bringi 1976). Positive values 
indicate that the targets are larger in the horizontal dimension than the vertical dimension. 
It can provide an estimate of aspects of the raindrop size distribution and infer regions of 
liquid water and mixed-phase hydrometeors in combination with other variables.  
Aggregated ice crystals typically have a ZDR value less than or equal to zero. Columns 
and plates can have positive values ranging from 2 to 4 dB (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2007). 
The ZDR is also lower in ice particles with the same shape and orientation as raindrops, as 
the dielectric constant is much lower for ice. A decrease in ZDR coincident increase in 
ZHH is often associated with large hailstones (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008).   
Copolar cross-correlation coefficient (hereafter correlation coefficient) is a measure of 
the correlation between the returned power signals from the horizontally and vertically 
polarized pulses. It is also a good indicator of echoes of meteorological significance as 
such hail and ice (WDTD 2013).  Correlation coefficient typically decreases with range 
since the sample volume has broadened and included a greater diversity of hydrometeor 
species.  Correlation coefficient can also be reduced by a mixture of scatterer sizes or the 
inclusion of any hailstones or non-meteorological scatter (e.g., birds or insects; 
Van Den Broeke 2013).  It is also useful to determine the uniformity of raindrop 
characteristics within a given sample volume.  
III.    Differential Reflectivity Columns  
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A polarimetric signature associated with thunderstorm updrafts, the ZDR column, has been 
widely studied in the literature (e.g., Conway and Zrnić 1993; Kumjian and 
Ryzhkov 2008; Snyder et al. 2013; Kumjian et al. 2014; Plummer et al. 2018). The height 
of the ZDR column is typically defined as the distance between the environmental freezing 
level and the highest altitude with a ZDR value of at least 1 dB (Figure 2.1; e.g., Kumjian 
2014; Snyder et al. 2015; Van Den Broeke 2016). The column can extend up to a few 
kilometers beyond the environmental freezing level, with ZDR > 3 dB indicating the 
presence of large, oblate hydrometers or water-coated hailstones (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 
2008). Prior studies (e.g., Alberoni et al. 2000) discovered that the ZDR column is 
consistently found on the inflow side of a storm or fringe of the updraft, and it also can be 
found within or on the periphery of a weak echo region if the storm updraft is strong 
enough.  Deepening of the column in convective cells may indicate the updraft is 
intensifying and may be used as a diagnosis of storm intensification. Kumjian (2014) 
found the height of the ZDR column is correlated with an increase in ZHH above the 
freezing level. In Hubbert et al. (1998), the temporal evolution of ZDR included a positive 
correlation between the column and the center of an intensifying updraft. Hubbert et al. 
(1998) also found ZDR column across low-level inflow will result in a less-broad DSD at 
the lower level the storm due to sorting.  Ilotoviz et al. (2018) found the height and 
volume of ZDR columns increase with an increase in aerosol concentration (Figure 2.2), 
and that characteristics of ZDR columns are highly correlated with vertical velocity, hail 
size, and aerosol concentration. In addition, simulations performed by Ilotoviz et al. 
(2018) found the height of the ZDR column is substantially larger in the case of high 
aerosol concentration, and the height of the 1 dB contour in polluted cases (defined as 
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aerosol concentration >3000 cm-3) is higher than in clean cases (defined as <100 cm-3) by 
about 1 km (Figure 2.3).  The numerical study of Ilotoviz et al. (2018) found lower CCN 
cases generally had smaller ZDR columns but also weaker updrafts, and cases with higher 
CCN had larger ZDR columns and stronger updrafts. This indicates that the ZDR column 
could be used for evaluating the vertical velocity in a deep convective cloud.  
IV.    Aerosols Affect Storm Microphysics Leading to Storm Invigoration  
Atmospheric aerosols, produced by both anthropogenic activities and natural processes, 
serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and are crucial to the microphysical structure 
of thunderstorms. Condensation nuclei (CN) described by Tao et al. (2012) are aerosol 
particles composed of hygroscopic materials which provide a platform for water vapor to 
condense. In general, the aerosol-rich region has more CN. However, not all CN can 
effectively serve as CCN. In order for CN to serve as CCN, the ambient saturation ratio 
must exceed a critical saturation ratio (activation saturation ratio), which is a function of 
supersaturation corresponding to given particle species. The CCN spectrum is followed 
using Pruppacher and Klett (1997) as below:   
𝑁CCN  =  𝐶𝑆
𝐾                                                                                                         (2) 
where NCCN is the number concentration of activated cloud condensation [cm
-3], S is the 
supersaturation ratio (%), C is the CCN concentration at S = 1%, and K is a 
dimensionless constant. 
Many past studies have hypothesized that when more aerosol particles are advected into a 
thunderstorm, CCN concentration is also increased at the lower level of the storm, and 
raindrops are more numerous compared to a relatively clean environment. CCN include 
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the proportion of CN that behaves differently depending on the supersaturation value and 
strongly depends on the mass, composition of their water-soluble component and the 
ambient conditions. The equilibrium saturation ratio over the solution drop surface was 
first introduced by Köhler (1936), which is commonly described as Köhler’s curve with 
larger aerosols having the advantage of easier activation (Tao et al. 2012).  CN are also 
influenced by aerosol source patterns (e.g., urban pollution and biomass burning; 
Burkart et al. 2011). A clean environment has fewer CCN, thus fewer raindrops form in 
an equivalent updraft volume leading to less competition for water vapor and therefore 
larger droplets. In addition, depending on the aerosol concentration and environment 
conditions, the aerosol-induced formation of more raindrops and total liquid water 
content can lead to greater latent heat release in the storm updraft, creating a deeper and 
stronger updraft and higher potential for increased hail size and precipitation rate than in 
the case of high CCN concentration.  
The influence of aerosols on convective storms include two major components: direct and 
indirect. Direct effect are resulted of aerosol scattering and absorbing solar radiation, 
changing the temperature profile that could influence the strength of convection 
(Chou 2005). The indirect effect is based on which aerosols interact with surrounding 
precipitations including the effects from the aerosol altering radiation balance associated 
with cloud microphysics (e.g., Gettlelman et al. 2008) and invigorates vertical cloud 
development. Enhanced melting and evaporative cooling at lower levels also influence 
precipitation.  Prior studies analyze the aerosol invigoration effect through modeling and 
found more latent heat is released by condensation, creating a positive feedback of 
enhanced buoyancy and stronger updraft (Khain et al. 2005; Wang 2005;; Fan et al. 2007; 
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Tao et al. 2007;; Fan et al. 2009; Van Den Heever et al. 2011).  Li et al. (2011) conducted 
an analysis of seasonal variation and found this effect to be more pronounced during the 
summer season and more favorable for the invigoration effect owing to strong 
convection. In the colder season, by contrast, there are less likely to be thermally driven 
convective clouds.  Multiple studies (e.g., Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998; Khain et al. 2005; 
Rosenfeld et al. 2008; May et al. 2009, 2011) point to a positive relationship between 
cloud formation in an aerosol-rich environment and storm invigoration. The 
observational work of May et al. (2011) using polarimetric weather radar observations 
indicated that a high aerosol environment results in a lower concentration of large drops 
especially for high reflectivity bins (40 dBZ and higher) because higher reflectivity 
implies higher rain and collision rates. This should also result in a higher ZDR value.  
Wilson et al. (2011) conclude that during the early growth stage of a storm, the aerosol 
concentration depends on various meteorological factors and aerosol-source 
characteristics that vary by location and time. It is also well known that CCN associated 
with continental aerosols may alter microphysical processes, leading to higher cloud drop 
concentration and smaller mean cloud droplet size (e.g., Lohmann et al. 2003).  
Simulations performed by Fan et al. (2013) indicate that aerosol particles can influence 
deep convective clouds by altering the cloud properties via the indirect microphysics 
effect. Aerosol also leads to the ubiquitous invigoration of convective storm updrafts, 
which numerous studies have observed (e.g., Bell et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 
2011; Altaratz et al. 2014). However, Fan et al. (2013) indicated that in some cases 
aerosol might not invigorate convection, and the actual result is highly dependent on the 
environmental conditions, especially wind shear. Hence, a thorough analysis is required 
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to incorporate aerosol thermodynamic and microphysical effects to examine the aerosol 
impact on storm properties. Rosenfeld (1999) conducted satellite observations comparing 
the cloud temperature and droplet effective radius between clean and smoky 
environments and discovered that in the clean environment droplet radius achieved a 
threshold value of 0.014 mm at a temperature of  -8℃, while in a smoky environment, 
that threshold was not reached until -12℃. This indicates the precipitation layer (the zone 
in which precipitation-sized cloud droplets grow) has been suppressed and smaller 
droplets are lifted to higher altitude in the smoky environment. The smoky environment 
also causes cloud droplets to be smaller and thus have smaller coalescence efficiency. Li 
et al. (2011) found that delaying precipitation initiation to above the freezing level would 
allow conversion of more raindrops to ice hydrometeors, resulting in larger latent heat 
release. Kalina et al. (2014) compared CCN concentration using four different 
environmental soundings and discovered that changes in cold pool characteristics as a 
function of CCN concentration are nonmonotonic and highly dependent on 
environmental variables. The microphysical processes (e.g., collision-coalescence) that 
directly involve cloud droplets are most significant when CCN concentration is between 
2000 – 3000 cm-3, while microphysical process rate changes as a function of CCN 
concentration are less sensitive beyond CCN concentration of ~3000 cm-3.  This further 
suggests that the extreme concentration of CCN may not be necessary to perturb the 
microphysical processes substantially (Figure 2.4).  
Several previous works also suggest a positive relationship between aerosol concentration 
and storm invigoration (e.g., Khain et al. 2005; Bell et al. 2008; Lee 2011; Tao et al. 
2012; Clavner et al. 2018; Lebo 2018), however, an observational study including the 
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aerosol effect and the effects of environmental conditions on continental thunderstorms 
across a wide range of CCN concentration has not been conducted (e.g., including mean 
droplet sizes shortly after convection initiation and depth of the differential reflectivity 
column across a wide range of environments). The research described in this thesis is 
focused on aiding operational/research meteorologists by providing supplemental 
observational evidence for effects of CCN on early deep convective storms. 
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Figure 2.1: An example of a ZDR column (white oval) associated with the reflectivity core 
(left). The data were collected by the Norman, Oklahoma, radar (KOUN) at 0523 UTC 
on 27 Apr 2013 along the 144° azimuth (from Kumjian 2014, Fig. 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Dependencies of time-averaged heights of the maximal elevations of ZDR = 1- 
and 2-dB contours and time-averaged ZDR column volume on CCN concentration 
determined at 1% supersaturation (from Ilotoviz et al. (2018), Fig. 18).  
0℃ 0℃ 
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Figure 2.3: Time dependence of the maximum elevations of the contour ZDR = 1 and 2 dB 
above the unperturbed environmental 0℃ isotherm at CCN concentration of 3000 cm-3 
(solid line) and 100 cm-3 (dashed lines) (from Ilotoviz et al. (2018), Fig. 17).   
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Figure 2.4: Vertically integrated, horizontally averaged microphysical process rates vs. 
CCN concentration at time = 120 minutes for (a) default sounding, (b) high relative 
humidity sounding (c) low relative humidity sounding and, (d) high vertical wind shear 
sounding (from Kalina et al. (2014), Fig. 11). 
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3. Methodology 
I. Thunderstorm Case Selection 
One of the primary tasks of this study was to identify a set of thunderstorms influenced 
by different aerosol concentrations. Polarimetric radar observations from the Weather 
Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) at Vance Air Force Base, Oklahoma 
(KVNX) were used to identify the microphysical structure of thunderstorms. 
Thunderstorms during the period from 2011 to 2017 were selected for analysis if they 
were within the effective range of KVNX (≤ 75 km for mean droplet size; ≤ 100 km for 
ZDR column depth) and closely associated with a representative proximity sounding, 
which was an initialization from the Rapid Update Cycle or Rapid Refresh (RUC/RAP). 
Times when thunderstorms occurred were screened for frontal boundaries relative to the 
location of the model output soundings (RUC/RAP) in order to adequately represent the 
nearby environment. The model output sounding within 80 km was an effective 
representative of the near-storm environments within an hour timeframe (Potvin 2010).  
Two model soundings were averaged to obtain a representative environment if the 
analysis period was greater than one hour in length (e.g., Van Den Broeke 2016). Hourly 
model output from RUC/RAP has finer spatial and temporal resolution compared to the 
upper air observation network in the United States as described by Thompson et al. 
(2003). However, RAP output can contain biases including conditions being too cool and 
dry at the surface, being too warm and moist at lower levels, and tending to overestimate 
tropospheric wind speed by 1 - 2 m s -1 (Benjamin 2016). Although the mixed layer 
convective available potential energy (MLCAPE) can be overestimated, the error was 
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unlikely to have a severe impact on the operational evaluation of storm environments 
(Thompson et al. 2003).  
A dataset consisting of 36 thunderstorm cases with polarimetric radar data was used to 
test if CCN concentration variability is associated with differences in droplet size 
characteristics. Thunderstorms were selected only if they initiated within the observing 
range (≤ 75 km from the KVNX radar, Figure 3.1, red circle). The time of convection 
initiation was defined as the lowest volume scan 15-20 minutes after radar reflectivity ≥ 
20 dBZ was first observed, following May et al. (2011). Thunderstorms which first 
initiated outside the observing range (≥ 75 km from the radar) but moved through the 
observing range in its dissipating stage and storms that are embedded within the 
convective region are excluded from the analysis. The differential reflectivity data 
threshold between 0 to 6 dB was chosen to correspond to droplet sizes in light to 
moderate rain, following guidance by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) Warning Decision Training Division (WDTD 2013). Data were 
exported to a shapefile which could be analyzed in ArcGIS. The associated shapefile 
contains the relevant ZDR value and coordinates for each pixel (Figure 3.3). The clipping 
tool from ArcGIS was applied to obtain ZDR pixel coordinate information for the sample 
of ZHH pixels  20 dBZ, thus each ZDR pixel has the same coordinate as ZHH. Candidate 
ZDR pixel was selected 0.5 km above LCL and CCL, then averaged (Figure 3.4). The 
lifting condensation level (LCL) or convective condensation level (CCL) was required to 
be greater than 15℃ for this dataset as aerosol effects are more apparent in clouds with 
warm bases (Rosenfeld and Bell 2011). 
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ZDR column height associated with 66 thunderstorm cases was examined to test if the 
high aerosol concentration was associated with updraft invigoration. Since the aerosol 
effect can depend on environmental characteristics, ZDR column variability was compared 
to environmental distributions of wind and instability variables. Since the ZDR column 
height was not stable until during the mature stage of the storm life cycle, thunderstorm 
cases for a comparison between CCN concentration and mean ZDR column height was 
selected when the ZDR column first showed up after storm initiation and averaged 
throughout the analysis window until it disappeared or move outside the observed range 
(100 km, Figure 3.1 blue circle). This method was also consistent with the observing 
range of Van Den Broeke (2016).  The ZDR column height was identified as illustrated by 
Van Den Broeke (2017) using the altitude at the top of the 1-dB ZDR column subtracted 
from the altitude of the ambient 0℃ level (Figure 3.5). This was consistent with the 1-dB 
threshold used by the Snyder et al. (2015) ZDR column algorithm. As noted by Van Den 
Broeke (2017), this technique assumes that the ZDR column top is located at the beam 
centerline of the highest tilt at which the column appears, which can be subject to 
significant error due to vertical beam widening at longer range.  Storms were discarded if 
they moved beyond 100 km from the radar or if radar data were not available.  
Characteristics of the thunderstorms were also compared to a CCN dataset (discussed in 
the following section); a case was discarded if radar or CCN data were missing. A 
complete list of cases is included in Table 3.1.  
II. Cloud Condensation Nuclei Quantification 
In this study, data from the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site of the Atmospheric 
Radiation Measurement (ARM) Climate Research Facility in Lamont, Oklahoma, are 
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used to represent the near-surface CCN concentration of the thunderstorm environment. 
The ARM data location is approximately 59 km southeast of KVNX and approximately 
42 km northeast of Enid, OK, where the model sounding is located (Figure 3.2). The SGP 
site was the first field measurement site established by the ARM and offers high-quality 
data from well-maintained instrumentation (Department of Energy 2018). The CCN 
particle counter measures the concentration of aerosol particles by drawing an air sample 
through a supersaturated column (Department of Energy 2018), leading to condensation 
onto aerosol particles. Particles that are activated are counted and sized by an optical 
particle counter (OPC). CCN data are recorded after every sample. As an example, Figure 
3.2 shows total particle count for 20 May 2011; each peak indicates hourly CCN 
concentration as a function of supersaturation percent (SS%), with values at the top of 
each peak indicating the activated particle number concentration at 1% SS.  It is generally 
agreed that peak supersaturation in convective clouds is below 1% in the absence of 
precipitation (e.g., Song et al. 1989; Kalina et al. 2014). Devenish et al. (2016) indicate 
that the maximum supersaturation is about 0.2% in stratocumulus and close to 0.5% or 
greater in cumulus clouds; However, supersaturation unlikely exceed 1%–2% in warm 
clouds except for vigorous convective clouds. Thus, the concentration of CCN at 1% 
supersaturation was used in our studies consistent with empirical dependence (equation 
1) and simulation studies of midlatitude storms (e.g., Ilotoviz et al. 2015, 2018). The 
CCN count was based from the nearest 1% peak prior to the observation time; each 
thunderstorm was also checked for its local environment to ensure the CCN count was 
not influenced by outflow boundaries or other small-scale influences.  CCN datasets 
which were incomplete were discarded. The entire 2016 dataset was excluded because it 
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contained questionable results caused by an error in the OPC (U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Science 2018). This problem resulted in CCN counts larger than the CN counts, 
indicating that CCN counts were too high. The overall CCN concentration at Lamont, 
Oklahoma, shows widely varying CCN number concentration ranging from 60-5000 cm-3 
which may play an important role to alter microphysical structure in regional 
thunderstorms.  The overall CCN dataset agrees with observations by Kalina et al. (2014) 
who observed CCN concentration in Great Plains supercell environments from 200-5000 
cm-3.  
III. Differential Reflectivity Calibration  
Another necessary task was to reduce the ZDR calibration error since the polarimetric 
variable ZDR was used to identify the raindrop characteristic distribution and the ZDR 
column height. ZDR has first introduced over 40 years ago and has been known to be 
problematic on the WSR-88D network (e.g., Zrnić et al. 2006; Van Den Broeke 2016). 
ZDR calibration continues to be an issue for the WSR-88D radar network, and its temporal 
stability is poorly documented.  Earlier ZDR calibration techniques were developed by 
Gorgucci et al. (1992), who found that ZDR can be calibrated using the properties of the 
polarimetric measurements in the rain. Their method allowed calibration to be obtained 
from radar measurements collected during the operational routine. However, this 
technique assumes the ZDR is independently calibrated (Bechini et al. 2008).  Another 
method introduced by Zrnić et al. (2006) uses a different approach to estimate ZDR 
calibration that does not rely on the properties of the scatterers.  The meteorologist 
working with a ZDR dataset from the WSR-88D network should be aware of the error 
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caused by calibration offset and is encouraged to review prior studies about 
reducing/minimizing ZDR error.  
In this study, the ZDR calibration method follows that implemented by Picca and Ryzhkov 
(2012) since deep convection was present in all datasets. First, ZHH values were selected 
between 20 – 35 dBZ approximately 1.5 km above the environmental freezing level. 
Unreliable data such as differential attenuation were excluded. Scatterers associated with 
ZHH between 20 – 35 dBZ at this altitude are assumed to be dry snow aggregates, which 
have a known mean ZDR value of approximately 0.15 dB (Picca and Ryzhkov 2012).  All 
ZDR pixel values within the region with good ZDR data were averaged, and the mean value 
was subtracted from the expected value of 0.15 dB to get the ZDR calibration factor. The 
calibration factor was added/subtracted from the original ZDR value when ZDR was used 
to identify radar features described herein (Figure 3.4).  The mean value of the calibration 
factor for the overall radar dataset is 0.225 dB, with bias > 0.2 dB in 60.6% of events and 
> 0.3 dB in 16.3% of events.    
IV. Polarimetric Radar Variables used to Infer Raindrop Characteristics and ZDR 
Column 
A primary objective of this study was to identify how raindrop characteristics vary as a 
function of CCN concentration.  Many prior studies (e.g., Blanchard 1980; Wurzler et al. 
2000; Khain et al. 2005; Seifert and Beheng 2006; van den Heever et al. 2006; Li et al. 
2011) hypothesized that in higher aerosol concentration environments, thunderstorms will 
have vertical drop size distribution (DSD) and concentration differences above the 
freezing level relative to low-aerosol environments because the aerosol can change the 
rate of cloud microphysical processes, modifying the latent heating/cooling and altering 
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the local temperature and moisture profiles. Since raindrop characteristics can be 
substantially altered by CCN, it is hypothesized that mean ZDR values will be reduced at 
low levels and increased in the upper levels of thunderstorms early in their life cycles in 
polluted environments.  
Since the storms that were analyzed occurred in a variety of environments, implementing 
some commonly used environmental parameters across the 36 storms can clarify whether 
a trend was apparent for certain environments and whether such ideal application should 
be useful over a large range of deep convective environments. Values representative of 
the near-storm environment were obtained, averaged and calculated from RAP (n = 
31)/RUC (n = 5) model soundings. The CCN concentration varied from 67.38 cm-3 to 
4743 cm-3, with values for most storms ~1000-3000 cm-3. Cases with CCN concentration 
≤ 800 cm-3 were considered clean (following Tao et al. 2007). Low-CCN cases may be 
unrepresentative of the microphysical process in midlatitude storms. Hence, this resulted 
in fewer cases for analysis (n = 31). This range of observed CCN concentration is 
representative of the spectrum of convective environments in this region (Kalina et al. 
2014).  The height of the freezing level typically ranged from ~2.8 km to 4.5 km. Most 
unstable convective available energy (MUCAPE) varied from ~200 J kg-1 to near 3650 J 
kg-1. The raindrop characteristics inferred by polarimetric radar observations were 
compared to environmental distributions of wind and moisture to characterize the 
variation in these characteristics across a wide range of environmental aerosol 
concentration, shear, instability, and height of the freezing level (e.g., Van Den Broeke 
2016). 
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Aerosols within the thunderstorm inflow suppress the warm rain processes, invigorating 
intense ice precipitation processes may lead to the formation of hail above the freezing 
level (e.g., Dagan et al. 2015). Hence, it is hypothesized that updraft signatures (ZDR 
columns) will be more pronounced as the updraft deepens through the mature phase. 
Among sample of storms analyzed for ZDR column, the aerosol concentration varied from 
67.4 cm-3 to ~3700 cm-3, with values for most storms ~1500-3000 cm-3. This range covers 
the spectrum of convective environments. The height of the freezing level ranged from 
~2.8 km to ~4.6 km. MUCAPE varied from ~280 J kg-1 to near 5600 J kg-1. Finally, the 
effective storm relative helicity (ESRH) varied from -113 to 478 m2 s-2. The differential 
reflectivity column characteristics inferred by polarimetric radar observations are 
compared to work performed by Van Den Broeke (2016). Van Den Broeke (2016) 
described the difference in ZDR column characteristic across a variety of environments for 
supercell storms. The goal here is to describe the differences of ZDR column depth across 
a range of environments and CCN concentrations to see which plays the dominant role.   
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Table 3.1: Date and analysis window for mean ZDR (CCN > 800 cm
-3, 31 cases) and ZDR 
column depth (66 cases). All storms occurred in the domain of KVNX.   
Date Analysis Time  
(Mean ZDR) 
Analysis Window  
(ZDR column depth) 
20 May 2011 0518 N/A 
23 May 2011 2031 2018 – 2057 
24 May 2011 N/A 2034 – 2053 
11 June 2011 N/A 2203 – 2221 
12 June 2011 N/A 0242 – 0259 
20 June 2011 N/A 2242 – 2255 
03 July 2011 N/A 2227 – 2237 
24 July 2011 N/A 2301 – 2310 
29 July 2011 2040 2055 – 2105, 2229 – 2239 
03 August 2011 NA 2309 – 2324 
07 August 2011 NA 2153 – 2208 
12 August 2011 1030 1005 – 1045 
13 August 2011 N/A 0004 – 0027 
17 August 2011 2137 2212 – 2237 
01 May 2012 N/A 0028 – 0110 
19 May 2012 N/A 2309 – 2331 
29 May 2012 N/A 2131 – 2209 
31 May 2012 N/A 0217 – 0221 
06 June 2012 1145 N/A 
16 June 2012 N/A 1021 – 1026 
17 June 2012 0130 0116 – 0158 
09 July 2012 N/A 2001 – 2037 
10 July 2012 0208, 0904 N/A 
24 August 2012 0859 N/A 
05 June 2013 N/A 0613 – 0640 
16 June 2013 2303 N/A 
11 July 2013 N/A 0652 – 0659 
16 July 2013 N/A 2329 – 2342 
18 July 2013 N/A 0010 – 0015 
21 July 2013 N/A 0141 – 0155 
29 July 2013 N/A 2303 – 2316 
05 August 2013 N/A 2256 – 2303 
08 August 2013 N/A 0620 – 0634 
09 August 2013 N/A 0511 – 0520 
12 August 2013 N/A 0733 – 0737 
13 August 2013 N/A 0201 – 0214 
16 August 2013 N/A 0214 – 0231 
09 May 2014 N/A 0231 – 0243 
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22 May 2014 N/A 2036 – 2044 
03 June 2014 0018 0034 – 0050 
24 June 2014 N/A 2209 – 2224 
01 July 2014 N/A 0611 – 0616 
18 August 2014 2041 2111 – 2121, 2210 – 2220 
19 August 2014 N/A 0034 – 0040 
26 August 2014 N/A 2059 – 2107 
28 August 2014 N/A 2350 – 2357 
29 August 2014 2012 2007 – 2026 
04 May 2015 2015 N/A 
06 May 2015 2004 1006–1016, 2051–2111, 2241–2251 
07 May 2015 1942 0049 – 0110, 2013 – 2037 
08 May 2015 2138 N/A 
09 May 2015 N/A 1629 – 1634 
10 May 2015 N/A 1327 – 1346 
16 May 2015 N/A 1017 – 1026, 1628 – 1633 
26 May 2015 1933 N/A 
27 May 2015 N/A 0038 – 0058 
08 June 2015 N/A 0013 – 0034 
12 June 2015 N/A 0411 – 0421 
13 June 2015 N/A 0028 – 0033 
15 June 2015 0037 0115 – 0124 
26 June 2015 0924 N/A 
02 July 2015 0017 0047 – 0057 
03 July 2015 0200 0235 – 0243 
17 July 2015 N/A 0301 – 0314 
23 July 2015 N/A 0820 – 0840 
29 July 2015 2117 2145 – 2210 
30 July 2015 N/A 1202 – 1207 
09 August 2015 1452 N/A 
14 August 2015 1047 N/A 
19 August 2015 0423 0428 – 0443 
22 August 2015 N/A 0840 – 0901 
10 May 2017 1850 N/A 
11 May 2017 1758 N/A 
27 June 2017 0448 N/A 
02 July 2017 1920 N/A 
07 July 2017 2353 N/A 
14 July 2017 2017 N/A 
05 August 2017 2111 N/A 
16 August 2017 2256 N/A 
20 August 2017 0020 N/A 
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Figure 3.1: The location of the radar, the radar range ring and the analysis area of 
droplet size distributions and the ZDR column depth. ARM CCN site (red dot), 100 
km from KVNX for ZDR column depth (blue circle), and 75 km from KVNX for 
mean ZDR range (red circle). 
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Figure 3.2: Time series of CCN concentration on 20 May 2011. Each subpeak indicates 
CCN concentration for supersaturation% (SS %) values of 0.0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 
0.8% and 1%. The highest peak at each hour represents the CCN concentration at 1% SS.  
The red dot indicates the radar observation time frame for mean ZDR and blue circle 
indicates CCN count that was used. 
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Figure 3.4:  Flowchart of polarimetric radar variables follow Van Den Broeke (2016) 
used to estimate the ZDR column height. 
Selected using weather and climate toolkit with mean Z
DR
 ≥ 1dB for 
determining the maximum column vertical extent 
Selected thunderstorms were analyzed when the ZDR column feature 
first exist and analysis throughout the observation range (≤ 100 km)  
The altitude at the top of the 1-dB Z
DR
 column was identified, and 
the altitude of the ambient 0°C level was subtracted from this value 
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4. Aerosol Concentration Effects on the Distribution of Drop Size 
soon after Convection Initiation 
 
 
The mean differential reflectivity (hereafter referred to as ‘mean ZDR’) is estimated 0.5 
km above cloud base during the early storm stage (15 to 20 min after convection 
initiation). The 36 thunderstorm cases were selected from the warm season (May to 
August) within the domain of KVNX in northwestern Oklahoma. The correlation 
coefficient is used herein to ensure the data included are dominated by liquid droplets 
(WDTD 2013).  Pixels used to calculate the mean ZDR were selected to overlap the 
copolar correlation coefficient between 0.95 – 1 to ensure that the droplets were mostly 
uniform and not mixed with other particle species. Since the analysis time was shortly 
after convection initiation, ρHV < 0.95 likely indicates mixed precipitation types or 
biological scatter, while ρHV > 1.0 are caused by low signal to noise ratio. Therefore, 
pixels with those values are removed in our analysis. This increases confidence in the 
results presented here as it allows for removal of contaminated data (e.g., particle other 
than liquid droplets, biological scatter. Most of the ρHV values are close to 1.0, indicating 
the observed data are mostly uniform and with few data points below 0.95 (Figure 4.1) 
The mean ZDR approximate range (1.48 to 3.87 dB) corresponds to mean drop diameter 
of  2.19 - 3.50 mm. This was estimated based on Bringi et al. (1998) who use power-law 
relations based on disdrometer observations and drop shapes for ZHH < 35 dBZ and ZDR ≥ 
0.2 dB. Radar metrics were compared to aerosol data and environmental variables from 
RAP/RUC soundings to examine whether environmental variables or aerosol variability 
is more influential on droplet size, and to examine the relative importance of each effect. 
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Then, a predictive equation was developed for mean ZDR using multiple linear regression 
which uses aerosol concentration and environmental variables as predictors (Table 4.1) 
There is a negative correlation between CCN concentration and mean ZDR (r = -0.228) 
between moderate (500 cm-3) to high CCN concentration (5000 cm-3) and positive 
correlation associated with MUCAPE (r = 0.268).   Environmental variables (freezing 
level, lifting condensation level (LCL) temperature and 0-3 km shear) have a weak 
correlation to mean ZDR (Table 4.1). Prior observations and simulations did not find 
robust evidence for how each environmental parameter was correlated with CCN 
concentration. How CCN concentration affects storms under different environmental 
conditions is poorly documented, and the results can vary depending on the conditions 
described by Altaratz et al. (2014). Such problems still pose challenges for numerical 
modeling and observations.  
Since surface heating leading to pre-afternoon thunderstorm is frequent during the warm 
season in the Great Plains, the convective condensation level (CCL) was used as a 
reasonable estimate of cloud base height when air parcels were rising due to heating from 
the surface (6 cases).  The LCL was used to estimate of cloud base height when air 
parcels experienced forced ascent (30 cases; National Weather Service 2018). LCL was 
used if there was a front within the observation range (≤ 100 km); otherwise, the CCL 
was used.  Hence, the mean ZDR layer is measured from cloud-base (CCL or LCL) up to 
0.5 km above the cloud base.  The distribution of mean ZDR values varies from 1 to 3 dB 
between CCN concentration of 500 cm-3 and ~5000 cm-3 (Figure 4.2a). Although 
Pearson’s correlation indicates a weak association between these variables (r = -0.228), 
the overall distribution trends toward higher ZDR values associated with lower CCN 
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concentration and indicates that the distribution shifts towards larger droplet size with 
lower CCN concentration (Figure 4.2a). This suggests that fewer aerosols may be 
associated with larger droplets within 20 min of convection initiation.  This trend is also 
consistent with prior findings which used simulations and found larger droplet size in low 
aerosol environments ~20 min after observed convection initiation (Koren et al. 2005; 
Seifert and Beheng 2006; Fan et al. 2007; Van Den Heever et al. 2011).  
The area occupied by reflectivity ≥ 40 dBZ was extracted for separate analysis of mean 
ZDR associated with stronger updraft regions. This threshold followed previous research 
classifying the convective environment (e.g., Matyas, 2009; Goudenhoofdt and Delobbe, 
2013). 
When the ZDR region was selected based on ZHH ≥ 40 dBZ,  The relationship is stronger 
(Pearson’s correlation = -0.365) than when using the lower ZHH threshold (≥ 20 dBZ).  
The high-ZHH regions indicate the approximate location of the strong updraft and are 
hypothesized to be where vertical transport of droplets is enhanced within the cloud, 
resulting in delayed raindrop formation and prevention of larger droplets from falling 
through the layer and weakening the updraft (e.g., Rosenfeld 1999, 2000).  It also 
promotes size sorting, and thus trends of droplet-size characteristics as a function of 
aerosol concentration are hypothesized to be more apparent. It should also be noted that 
in some cases a weak reflectivity core can occur in strong storm updrafts as they carry 
hydrometeors upwards quickly (NOAA 2018). This should not be a significant issue in 
this dataset as it can be assessed by examining multiple radar scans during the storm 
evolution. In addition, the environments in this dataset also have significant difference 
compared to the supercell environment (Figure 4.8). 
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Previous observations and simulations by Fan et al. (2009) show the importance of 
vertical wind shear, which regulates the aerosol loading effect on deep convective clouds. 
As described by Fan et al. (2009), vertical wind shear can qualitatively determine 
whether convective strength is enhanced or suppressed due to aerosol effects. Increased 
aerosols favor storm updraft invigoration under weak wind shear since stronger updrafts 
support a more effective collision-coalescence process, resulting in larger droplets with 
larger mean ZDR (Rogers and Yau, 1989). Under strong wind shear, increased aerosol 
loading will suppress the updraft and lead to a smaller mean ZDR. The aerosol effects 
described by Fan et al. (2009) are examined in this study. The distribution of 0-3 km 
wind shear and mean ZDR values (Figure 4.3) in the cases analyzed were weakly 
correlated (r = -0.079) and with large spread between wind shear values of 10 to 20 m s-1. 
This study shows weak evidence of updraft invigoration in the lower level (mean ZDR 
layer) under weak wind shear and does not have robust results to support the numerical 
model results by Fan et al. (2009) in which high aerosol loading was found to suppress 
convection, resulting in weaker updrafts and lower water content in a strong wind shear 
environment. This findings also are not consistent with Storer et al. (2010), who ran 
simulations in which CAPE and aerosol concentration varied. Their results indicated that 
the high CCN case was associated with lower precipitation for moderate-high wind shear, 
with a lesser effect at lower wind shear (Figure 4.7). The lower precipitation for 
moderate-high wind shear corresponded to the suppressed updraft discovered by Fan et 
al. (2009).  
Aerosol indirect effects can result in differences in storm microphysical structure 
depending on environmental parameters such as CAPE (e.g., Storer et al. 2010). CAPE is 
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one of the most representative measurements of instability. Instability has a substantial 
impact on the updraft strength in a storm (for example, simulations by Ilotoviz et al. 
(2018), in which it was found that lower CCN cases generally had shallower ZDR 
columns associated with weaker updraft and the higher CCN cases had larger ZDR 
columns with stronger updraft; Figure 5.5).  The hypothesis that there should be a 
positive relationship between the mean low-level ZDR value and MUCAPE was tested. 
This hypothesis was based on Lee et al. (2008) in which cases were simulated to study 
the aerosol effect. Their results showed more intense updrafts in a high CAPE 
environment resulting in more condensate transported to saturated regions above the 
freezing level, leading to stronger updrafts. In addition, the aerosol effect also leads to a 
less efficient collision-coalescence process due to smaller droplet size (e.g., Rosenfeld 
1999, 2000) and prolongs the duration of drop growth by diffusion (e.g., Khain et al. 
2005; Wang 2005; Martins et al. 2011). This will result in delaying raindrop formation 
and promoting the column loading of condensed water resulting in larger droplets being 
lofted above the freezing level. Hence, a high-MUCAPE environment should result in 
larger droplets forming in the low levels. Moderate to strong positive correlation (r = 
0.530) was found between the mean low-level ZDR value and MUCAPE (Figure 4.4), 
consistent with the theoretical expectation that greater droplet size should be associated 
with higher MUCAPE. A potential explanation for this relationship includes the 
possibility that the strong updraft in a high MUCAPE environment enhances the 
collision-coalescence process at low levels, resulting in larger droplets. 
Previous studies suggested that the height of the freezing level would determine the 
relative importance of the warm rain process during the early stage of a storm. A higher 
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freezing level may indicate more cloud at warm temperature or warmer temperature at 
cloud base (e.g.,Van Den Broeke, 2016). A weak correlation was found (r = -0.167) with 
higher ZDR values associated with lower freezing levels (Figure 4.5). The findings are not 
consistent with those of Koren et al. (2005), Seifert and Beheng (2006), Fan et al. (2007), 
Andreae (2009), and Van Den Heever et al. (2011) who found that in the warm rain 
process, more aerosols provide more CCN and produce more and smaller droplets with a 
narrow size distribution. It is hypothesized that some correlation in the storm cases 
analyzed here compared to the model simulations may be due to physical observation 
limitations such as 1) the simulations are better controlled for varying environmental 
parameters, or 2) the aerosol concentration can vary over short spatiotemporal scales. 
The observed background environmental parameters include the distributions of 
MUCAPE and 0-3 km wind shear (Figure 4.6). The association between these variables 
suggests that higher MUCAPE is present with lower values of wind shear, indicating that 
for most storms a stronger updraft is associated with weak wind shear. This can 
potentially influence aerosol loading as described by Fan et al. (2009), who focused on 
aerosol effects in environments with variable wind shear. According to their work, in a 
high wind shear environment, increased aerosol loading would lead to suppressed 
convection as the evaporational cooling is greater than condensational heating. In a weak 
wind shear environment, increased aerosol will enhance convection until it reaches an 
optimum aerosol loading because condensational heating can be greater than 
evaporational cooling, leading to net higher latent heating and therefore to stronger 
updrafts. 
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Certain environmental variables can influence the impact of aerosol loading on 
convective clouds (e.g., MUCAPE, wind shear, instability).  A predictive equation for 
mean ZDR was developed using multiple linear regression from a set of predictors 
including environmental variables and CCN concentration.  The environmental variables 
selected as possible predictors included all the variables associated with mean ZDR (Table 
4.1) or that had been mentioned in prior literature as important relative to aerosol effects. 
Environmental parameters were checked for collinearity using the condition index, to 
ensure the information being included was sufficiently different (e.g., Belsley et al. 
2005).  The value of the condition index should be less than 30 to indicate minor 
collinearity, and value above this threshold are excluded in a predictive equation (e.g., 
Belsley et al. 2005; Van Den Broeke 2016). Then, using the stepwise multiple regression 
to exclude parameters that were not significant (p ≥ 0.05), a model were developed that 
explains 29.5% of the variance in mean ZDR (dB): 
ZDR (dB) mean value 
=  2.56 – 1.7 × 10-4 (a) + 2.65  ×  10-4 (b), 
Where a is CCN concentration (cm-3), and b is MUCAPE (J Kg-1). CCN 
concentration is negatively correlated to this metric because higher CCN concentration 
results in higher droplet concentration with smaller mean droplet size (May et al. 2011). 
Mean ZDR is positively correlated to MUCAPE because a high-MUCAPE environment 
results in more condensate transported above the freezing level, leading to a stronger 
updraft. The aerosol effect leads to a less efficient collision-coalescence process due to 
smaller droplet sizes and narrower drop-size distribution, prolonging the duration of drop 
growth solely by diffusion. This results in delayed raindrop formation and promotes the 
(3) 
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column loading of condensed water, resulting in large droplets being lofted above the 
freezing level. Therefore, a high-MUCAPE environment with high CCN concentration 
should result in larger droplets and higher mean ZDR in the low levels. 
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Figure 4.1: ρHV vs. ZDR for each selected pixel for the 23 May 2011 case. Most observed 
data points are close to 1 with few data point below 0.97, indicating relatively 
homogeneous liquid drops.   
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Figure 4.2 ZDR versus CCN concentration using (a) a threshold of ZHH ≥ 20 dBZ and (b) a 
threshold of ZHH ≥ 40 dBZ.  As CCN concentration increases (≥ 800 cm-3, blue dot), the 
ZDR value decreases slightly, CCN concentration increases (≤ 800 cm-3, orange dot), the 
ZDR value increases. Orange dot (CCN ≤ 800 cm-3, 5 cases) is excluded for r value. 
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Figure 4.3 Scatterplot for mean ZDR (dB) versus 0-3 km wind shear (m s
-1). 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Scatterplot for mean ZDR (dB) versus MUCAPE (J Kg
-1). 
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Figure 4.5 Scatterplot for mean ZDR (dB) versus freezing level (m).  
 
 
Figure 4.6 Scatterplot for MUCAPE versus 0-3 km wind shear (m s-1). 
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Figure 4.7: Total volumetric precipitation vs. aerosol concentration with high shear = 50 
m s-1; moderate shear = 30 m s-1 and low shear = 10 m s-1 (from Storer et al. (2010) Fig. 
11) 
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Figure 4.8 Observed ZDR column depth for Van Den Broeke (unpublished) and the 
current study. 
n = 65 n = 31 
iv 
 
 
 
Table 4.1 Pearson’s correlation between mean ZDR and several other variables including CCN concentration, freezing level, 
LCL temperature, 0-3 km shear and MUCAPE (left column). Columns to the right indicate correlation between environmental 
variables.   
 ZDR 
(dB) 
CCN Concentration 
 (cm-3) 
Freezing level 
(m) 
 
LCL Temperature  
(°C ) 
0-3 km Shear 
 (m s-1) 
 
CCN Concentration (cm-
3) 
-0.228     
Freezing level (m) 
 
-0.167 0.162    
LCL Temperature (°C) -0.181 0.191 0.542   
0-3 km Shear (m s-1) 
 
-0.080 0.104 -0.046 0.093  
MUCAPE (J kg-1) 0.530 -0.222 -0.242 -0.137 -0.403 
4
3 
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5.  ZDR Column Characteristics Associated with CCN 
Concentration and Environmental Variables 
 
The differential reflectivity (ZDR) column represents a comparatively narrow zone of 
enhanced ZDR as liquid droplets are lofted above the environmental freezing level (e.g., 
Wakimoto and Bringi 1988; Kumjian et al. 2010). The column is often found in strong 
convective updrafts with distinct regions of relatively high ZDR compared to their 
surroundings (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987; Brandes et al. 1995). The ZDR column can be 
used to infer updraft characteristics including its strength (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987; 
Wakimoto and Bringi 1988; Conway and Zrnić 1993; Brandes et al. 1995; Jameson et al. 
1996; Hubbert et al. 1998; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Snyder et al. 2013; Kumjian et 
al. 2014; Snyder et al. 2015; Van Den Broeke 2016). The local environmental freezing 
level is shifted upward as result of vertical advection in moist adiabatic ascent and latent 
heating within the storm updraft, thus liquid raindrops near the updraft can be lofted 
beyond the environmental freezing level (Snyder et al. 2015). Since aerosol loading 
affects storm microphysics (e.g., Rosenfeld 1999, 2000; Andreae et al. 2004; Koren et al. 
2005), it is important to understand how the depth of the ZDR column varies as a function 
of CCN concentration, and how this association is modulated by environmental variables.   
The radar dataset used for this analysis consists of 66 storms. Representative values of 
environmental variables (Table 5.1) were taken from RAP (n = 51)/RUC (n = 15) 
soundings to characterize each storm-scale environment and examine which variables are 
more influential on ZDR column depth. These results are compared with those of Van Den 
Broeke (2016) to understand how updraft characteristics vary in a different set of 
convective environments−whereas the storms studied by Van Den Broeke (2016) were 
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supercells, most (98.5%) were nonsupercells in this dataset. Environmental parameters 
were consistent with those used by Van Den Broeke (2016) to characterize storm-scale 
environments.   
Table 5.1 shows Pearson’s correlation between ZDR column depth, CCN concentration, 
and several other environmental variables which were hypothesized to influence ZDR 
column depth. There was a positive correlation between ZDR column depth and CCN 
concentration (r = 0.624) and MUCAPE (r = 0.402). CCN concentration and MUCAPE 
are theoretically related to ZDR column depth because larger CCN concentration produces 
more small droplets and leads to a less efficient collision-coalescence process, resulting 
in delayed raindrop formation above the freezing level (Rosenfeld 1999; 2000). The 0-6 
km shear, which controls the degree of organization and severity of supercell storms, 
should correlate with ZDR column depth (e.g., Snyder et al. 2015; Van Den Broeke 2016). 
However, a weak correlation was found (r = -0.079). This implies that wind shear is not a 
major contributing variable for ZDR column depth for this sample of nonsupercell storms, 
which were associated with relatively weak vertical wind shear.  Other environmental 
variables (freezing level, LCL temperature, LFC temperature; Table 5.1) are also weakly 
correlated to ZDR column depth. Prior observations and simulations did not find strong 
evidence to indicate how these environmental parameters may be correlated to ZDR 
column depth in different CCN concentration regimes.  
The distribution of CCN concentration versus ZDR column depth has a positive 
relationship (Figure 5.1). Simulations by Ilotoviz et al. (2018) found the height of the ZDR 
column increases with an increase in aerosol concentration (Figure 5.2). In addition, ZDR 
column depth may also vary depending on the local ambient 0°C level and updraft 
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intensity (e.g., in the case when vertical velocities are ≥ 30 m s-1, the ambient 0°C level is 
lifted by a few hundred meters; Ilotoviz et al. 2018). Therefore, the height of the local 
ambient 0°C level is also affected by the updraft intensity; this could be a limitation of 
the dataset used in the study since this height was not observed. The distribution of 
aerosol concentration and ZDR column depth in the cases analyzed here had a strong 
correlation (r = 0.624), and are generally in agreement with numerical model results by 
Ilotoviz et al. (2018) who found a correlation between similar variables of 0.88 (Figure 
5.5).  Ilotoviz et al. (2018) discovered the main difference in characteristics of ZDR 
columns between high (3000 cm-3) and low (100 cm-3) CCN concentration is a reduced 
amount of supercooled cloud water content (CWC) in the low-CCN case. The CWC 
maximum in the low CCN case is located at about half the altitude (CWC ≥ 1 g m-3 was 
reached at 4 km in the clean case and 7 km in the polluted case) and with altered 
magnitude (~1.3 g m-3 in the low CCN case and ~2.75 g m-3 in the high CCN case).  The 
ZDR column depth in the polluted case (N0 = 3000 cm
−3) was 1 to 1.5 km greater than in 
the clean case (N0 = 100 cm
−3).  In the low-CCN case, cloud droplets are relatively large 
compared to the polluted case, and raindrops likely formed near, but below, the freezing 
level causing some droplets to fall to the ground without reaching the environmental 0°C 
level (Figure 5.3). This results in a shallower ZDR column compared to the high CCN 
concentration case.   
Previous simulations and observations by Snyder et al. (2015) found that increased CAPE 
leads to deeper ZDR columns. The presence of a ZDR column indicates a positive 
temperature perturbation above the freezing level; this can also be used as a measure of 
the convective updraft intensity (e.g., Kumjian et al. 2010). Since MUCAPE is directly 
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related to the maximum potential vertical velocity within an updraft, it is hypothesized 
that there should be a positive relationship between the ZDR column depth and MUCAPE 
since high MUCAPE should result in stronger vertical acceleration and therefore a larger 
quantity of droplets lofted above the freezing level.  Figure 5.4 shows a positive 
correlation between the ZDR column depth and MUCAPE (r = 0.402), consistent with the 
theoretical expectation. The nonsupercell convective storms also tend to have weaker 
updrafts, resulting in shallower ZDR columns. To determine if the difference of updraft 
intensity between supercell nonsupercell storms is statistically significant, the dataset 
here, consisting of mostly nonsupercell storms, is compared with supercell storms studied 
by Van Den Broeke (2016). ZDR column depth is generally deeper in the supercell storms 
(Table 5.1 and Van Den Broeke (2016): 1.163 km vs. 2.229 km) with a significant 
difference (p < 0.01) in the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) rank-sum test).  
Environmental variables such as MUCAPE and wind shear are known to strongly 
influence thunderstorm structure, microphysics, and updraft characteristics and provide 
initial guidance about how storms may vary microphysically between days with different 
environments. A predictive equation for ZDR column depth was developed using multiple 
linear regression from a set of predictors including environmental variables and CCN 
concentration. The environmental variables selected as possible predictors include all the 
variables in Table 5.1 associated with ZDR columns. Environmental parameters were first 
checked for collinearity and the stepwise multiple regression as described in chapter 4. 
The maximum condition index value was 17.76, indicating non-severe collinearity and 
allowing all variables to be retained within the predictive equation. Then using the 
stepwise multiple regression to exclude parameters that were not significant (p ≥ 0.05),   
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a model developed werer developled that explains 42.1% of the variance in ZDR column 
depth (km): 
ZDR column depth (km) 
= 2.67 + 5.52 × 10-4 (a) – 6.10 × 10-4 (b) + 2.31 × 10-4 (c),                              
Where a is CCN concentration (cm-3), b is the freezing level (m), and c is MUCAPE (J 
Kg-1). CCN was strongly positively correlated to ZDR column depth (Figure 5.1) likely 
because high CCN concentration is associated with high supercooled CWC and 
therefore a deeper ZDR column (Ilotoviz et al. 2018). MUCAPE was moderately 
correlated to this metric, likely because a strong vertical acceleration is associated with 
higher MUCAPE, therefore promoting droplets to be lofted above the freezing level 
resulting in deeper ZDR columns. LFC temperature, ESRH, 0-6 km shear, LCL 
temperature, and freezing level individually are weakly correlated to this metric. These 
individual parameters may indirectly contribute to ZDR column depth in combination 
with other variables even if they are not substantially correlated with ZDR column depth 
by themselves. 
In the previous observational study by Van Den Broeke (2016), ZDR column metrics were 
analyzed as a function of environmental variability, providing initial guidance about how 
radar features associated with supercell storms vary between environments. The results 
show that certain environmental parameters (MUCAPE, ESRH, and LCL temperature) 
have a moderately strong correlation with mean ZDR column altitude in supercell 
environments. The dataset in the current study contains mostly (~98%) nonsupercell 
storms. Nonsupercell convective storms tend to have weaker updraft vertical velocity 
compared to supercells (Snyder et al. 2015), which was shown to be the case for this 
(4) 
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dataset. Supercells also exhibit relatively well-known radar updraft signatures (e.g., 
bounded weak echo region; Moller et al. 1994; Bunkers et al. 2006); therefore it is 
hypothesized that environmental parameters will be more weakly correlated to the ZDR 
column depth for storms included in this study.  
A regression (5) explained 75% of the variance in 1-dB ZDR column depth (km) in a 
sample of supercell storms by Van Den Broeke (2016): 
ZDR column altitude above 0℃ level (km) 
                       = 0.96 + 3.85 × 10-4 (a) + 2.49 × 10-3 (b) – 1.2 × 10-2 (c),                         (5) 
Where a is MUCAPE (J Kg-1), b is ESRH (m2 s-2), and c is the LCL temperature (℃). 
This predictive equation was applied to the set of nonsupercell storms in this study to see 
whether it still has value for nonsupercell storms. The observed ZDR column depth in the 
nonsupercell storms is generally shallower compared to the value predicted by (5) (Figure 
5.6). This is consistent with the theoretical expectations since this equation was derived 
specifically for supercell environments. ESRH might affect the result if most observed 
thunderstorms were surface-base as the ESRH yield more substantial results for SRH in 
elevated thunderstorms (Thompson et al. 2007).   
Another comparison for ZDR column depth was done using observed non-tornadic 
supercell storms (n = 31) from Van Den Broeke (personal communication, 2018) and 
observed nonsupercell storms in this dataset (n = 65). There was a significant difference 
(p < 0.01) of average ZDR column depth between observed non-tornadic supercell storms 
and observed thunderstorms in nonsupercell environments in this dataset. The 0-6 km 
shear has a very low correlation to ZDR column depth in this study (r = -0.079). The ZDR 
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column depth for the non-tornadic storms in supercell environments is generally larger 
compared to those in nonsupercell environments in the current study (Figure 4.8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 5.1 Pearson’s correlation between ZDR column depth and several environmental variables including CCN concentration, 
LCL temperature, ESRH, MUCAPE, LFC temperature and 0-6 km shear (first column of values).  Columns to the right 
indicate correlation between environmental variables.  
 
 ZDR Column 
Depth 
(m) 
CCN 
Concentration 
(cm-3) 
LCL 
Temperature 
(°C) 
ESRH 
(m2 s-2) 
MUCAPE 
(J kg-1) 
LFC 
Temperature 
(°C) 
0-6 km 
Shear 
(m s-1) 
 
CCN 
Concentration 
(cm-3) 
0.624       
LCL 
Temperature 
(°C) 
0.092 0.182      
ESRH 
(m2 s-2) 
-0.007 -0.135 0.154     
MUCAPE 
(J kg-1) 
0.402 0.268 0.206 0.005    
LFC 
Temperature 
(°C) 
0.036 -0.047 0.091 0.033 0.311   
0-6 km Shear 
(m s-1) 
 
-0.079 -0.070 0.267 0.432 -0.077 -0.274  
Freezing Level 
(m) 
-0.008 0.403 0.298 -0.056 0.120 -0.054 -0.167 
5
1 
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Figure 5.1 Scatterplot of mean ZDR column depth (m) versus CCN concentration (cm
-3). 
Each dot represents one storm. Red dot indicates outlier (supercell), the first r value 
corresponds to outlier removed and the second corresponds to all points included.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: ZDR column height at high CCN concentration (solid line) and low 
concentration (dashed line) (from Ilotoviz et al. (2018), Fig. 17a).  
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Figure 5.3: Freezing drop mass under high CCN concentration (left) and low CCN 
concentration (right) (from Ilotoviz et al. (2018), Figs. 8c and 14c).  
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Scatterplot of ZDR column depth (m) versus MUCAPE (J Kg
-1). 
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Figure 5.5: Scatterplot of height of ZDR = 1 dB vs. vertical velocity for different CCN 
concentration (blue: 100 cm-3; green: 400 cm-3; brown: 1000 cm-3; red: 2000 cm-3; and 
black: 3000 cm-3) from Ilotoviz et al. (2018), Fig. 19a.  
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Figure 5.6: Predicted vs. Observed ZDR column depth (km) of 66 storms using VDB16 
equation (1). Scatter plot for observed vs. predicted (above). 
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6. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
Storm microphysics and associated radar characteristics can be impacted by CCN 
concentration and other environmental parameters. The preliminary observational results 
in this study highlight the importance of CCN concentration and the storm-scale 
environment on storm microphysical structure (e.g., mean droplet size, ZDR column 
depth). These effects were assessed using a dataset composed of 36 thunderstorms for 
mean droplet size within 75 km of a WSR-88D and 66 thunderstorms for ZDR column 
depth within 100 km of a WSR-88D across a wide range of environments. This study 
provides additional observational evidence of how CCN concentration and associated 
environmental variability affects the mean droplet sizes and the ZDR column depth in 
continental thunderstorms. 
A moderate correlation was found between mean ZDR (closely related to mean drop size 
in a sample volume) and CCN concentration (r = -0.228) within 20 min of convection 
initiation, with stronger correlation (r = -0.365) associated with higher radar reflectivity 
values. These high reflectivity regions indicate the approximate location of strong 
updraft. Stronger vertical acceleration promotes size sorting, and thus the trends of 
droplet-size characteristics as a function of aerosol concentration are more apparent. 
MUCAPE was also strongly associated with droplet size as stronger updraft enhances the 
collision-coalescence process. Other environmental parameters (e.g., the freezing 
altitude, LCL temperature, and 0-3 km shear) were weakly associated with mean droplet 
size in convective updrafts. A predictive equation for mean ZDR value was developed 
using multiple linear regression and a combination of predictor variables including CCN 
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concentration, shear and instability parameters. Environmental parameters were checked 
for collinearity to ensure the parameters contained sufficiently unique information, 
following by the stepwise multiple regression to eliminate the variable that is not 
significant (p > 0.05) and the resulting predictive equation explained 29.5% of the 
variability in mean ZDR (dB).  
Aerosol concentration was strongly correlated with ZDR column depth. This result 
supports previous research (e.g., Ilotoviz et al. 2018) that an increase in CCN 
concentration is associated with larger ZDR columns and stronger updraft. Since high 
CCN concentration is associated with high supercooled CWC resulting in a deeper ZDR 
column, CCN concentration was strongly positively correlated to ZDR column depth.  
Additionally, MUCAPE was positively correlated to ZDR column depth, providing 
additional observational evidence of strong updraft in high-MUCAPE environments. A 
predictive equation was developed for ZDR column depth using linear regression. It used 
CCN concentration and environmental parameters with theoretically supporting evidence 
of a link to updraft strength, and explained 42.1% of the variability in ZDR column depth. 
Individual parameters (e.g., LFC temperature, ESRH, and 0-6 km shear), though weakly 
correlated to this metric, may indirectly contribute to ZDR column depth in combination 
with other variables even if they were not significantly correlated with ZDR column depth 
by themselves. 
A predictive equation developed by Van Den Broeke (2016) was used to examine 
differences of ZDR column depth predictability between supercell and nonsupercell 
storms. Observed ZDR column depth was shallower among the nonsupercell storms 
compared to the predicted values using an equation developed for supercell storms. The 
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predictability is higher for the supercell environment than for nonsupercells. This was 
likely a result of equation from Van Den Broeke (2016) is explicitly developed for 
supercell environments. The supercell environment also supports deeper ZDR columns 
(e.g., vertical wind shear, high MUCAPE). The dataset in this project included a large 
variety of primarily nonsupercell thunderstorm modes; therefore, certain conditions may 
not be fully captured by the environmental parameters.     
Significant differences of ZDR column depth were found between non-tornadic storms in 
supercell environments from Van Den Broeke (unpublished; n = 31) and non-tornadic 
nonsupercell environments in this study (n = 65). The mean ZDR column depth in 
non-tornadic storms in the supercell environment is ~0.9 km larger compared to storms in 
nonsupercell environments ((p < 0.01). ZDR column depth was strongly correlated with 
MUCAPE and ESRH. LCL temperature was not strongly correlated to ZDR column depth 
in this dataset (r = 0.092). Van Den Broeke (2016), however, showed that LCL 
temperature is positively associated with ZDR column depth (r = 0.61 in that study). The 
depth of ZDR columns is influenced by LCL temperature as warm LCL temperatures may 
imply more cloud at warmer conditions and therefore a potential to be associated with 
higher-altitude ZDR columns (Van Den Broeke 2016). 
Results of this study support that the CCN effect and MUCAPE are more influential 
among this set of storms relative to the effects of other environmental variability as an 
increase in CCN concentration was associated with smaller mean droplet size shortly 
after storm initiation. However, higher MUCAPE was more influential for the mean drop 
size. In addition, the higher reflectivity region was associated with a more negative 
correlation with mean drop size, providing additional observational evidence that CCN 
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concentration influences mean drop size especially in the region of the strongest updraft. 
There is also evidence that increasing MUCAPE was associated with larger droplet size, 
which supports previous modeling studies (e.g., Lee et al. 2008). A possible explanation 
for this result is that the strong updraft in a high MUCAPE environment enhances the 
collision-coalescence process at low levels, resulting in larger droplets.  Previous studies 
also suggest that the height of the freezing level may determine the relative importance of 
the warm-rain process during the early stage of a storm. This could affect the aerosol 
loading and alter the cloud microphysics (e.g., Fan et al. 2012) as the distance varies 
between the cloud base and freezing level for coalescence into raindrops. For example, if 
the distance between the cloud base and freezing level is small, the CCN concentration 
has less potential to influence the rain process. However, it did not show a significant 
correlation in this research. 
 Results from this sample of storms show evidence of a strong CCN concentration 
influence on storm microphysical structure in the early and mid-stage of convection. 
When comparing CCN across different environments, there is a negative correlation 
associated with mean ZDR and positive correlation with ZDR column depth, indicating that 
CCN concentration can alter the storm microphysics. MUCAPE increased with 
increasing mean ZDR; this was similar to ZDR column depth but less pronounced. When 
all environmental parameters were considered, CCN and MUCAPE were the most 
significant factors (respectively, -0.365, 0.530 for mean ZDR; 0.624, 0.402 for ZDR 
column depth). The results herein underscore the complex interactions between storm 
microphysics and different environmental parameters. They show a higher sensitivity of 
ZDR column depth to CCN concentration than to other environmental variability. 
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Therefore, future work may include adding CCN to the dataset used to predict 
polarimetric characteristics of thunderstorms (ZDR column areal extent, ZDR arc and ZDR 
column depth) to continue to understand how CCN concentration may alter storm 
microphysics under various environments and whether it is necessary to include this 
variable into an assessment of radar-derived fields. It is important to remember that some 
environmental parameters are not feasible to estimate. Additionally, there might be many 
factors not described by the environmental variables in this study that affect 
microphysical processes.  
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